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Mobile pavement sensor improves salt use
In Vermont they are using pavement temperature infor-
mation to limit salting to conditions where it will be most
effective. Pavement and air temperatures can often be
very different. Supervisors collect pavement temperatures
using an infrared sensor mounted on their patrol trucks.

Vermont’s Smart Salting strategy, first fully imple-
mented for winter 1994-95, appears to have cut salt and
sand use. “We used 59,000 cubic yards of sand,
compared to an average of 100,000 cubic yards, and
kept salt use to the average of 100,000 tons, with 10
more storm events last year,” says Milan Lawson, State
Maintenance Engineer. He supervises winter mainte-
nance for 3072 road miles in Vermont.

The infrared sensor looks like a flashlight mounted to
the truck’s frame. A digital unit inside the cab continu-
ously displays pavement temperatures while the
supervisor drives at highway speeds. The sensors cost
Vermont about $2200 each.

Pavement temperatures vary about five degrees with
local conditions like shading, pavement type and age,
road elevation, and bridge decks. The range remains

relatively constant over the geographical area for which
a supervisor is responsible.

Supervisors determine salt application rates by
combining pavement temperature with an estimate of
the ice or snowpack thickness. Since one pound of salt
can melt more than 46 pounds of ice when pavement
temperatures are at 30°, and about 8.6 pounds
at 20°, they try to limit salting to that 10 degree range.
This gets the job done while conserving salt and keeping
excess out of the environment.

Using ground speed controlled salters and keeping
them calibrated are important elements of the strategy
as well. Pre-wetting the salt, either as it’s being loaded
or through tanks on the truck, helps jump start the salt’s
melting action when the snow is dry. The salt sticks
better and less bounces off when it is spread or kicked
off by following vehicles.

Copies of Vermont’s Smart Salting booklet are available from
the T.I.C. Use the form on page 7 or call us at 800/442-4615.
Vermont’s sensor supplier is Control Products Inc., Vancouver,
WA, 360/571-0988.

Thermal system fixes problem manholes
“There’s nothing more frustrating than to hit a high
manhole when you re plowing,” says Rick Heisler,
public works supervisor in the city of West Bend.
He’s found a system for repairing them that is quick,
effective and efficient. The city hires a local contractor
to level raised manholes using an infrared thermal
patching system.

The unit heats a six by eight foot area of bituminous
concrete around the raised manhole. Workers rake and
loosen the softened material, then spray on an emulsion
to help rejuvenate the existing pavement materials.
New hotmix is also added and the pavement surface is
reshaped and compacted to eliminate the high spot.
The whole process takes about 15 minutes.

“We did 400 in the summer of 1994, and it cost us
$38 each,” says Heisler. “Now we have them on a
regular maintenance schedule and are doing about
125 a year for $45 each.”
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Weather—the winter guessing game  from page 1

duration, and predicted amounts of snow, rain, or sleet,” says
Dick McDonnell, the administrator and projects manager for
Milwaukee’s Sanitation Division. That information helps
them decide how to deploy equipment and what is the
minimum amount of chemicals needed to handle the job.

They don’t rely on just one source, however. They also
use computer links to get data from the state’s pavement
sensor and weather reporting system and pay for images from
radar and satellite. They use free information too. Cable TV
weather channels and forecasts by local TV meteorologists
are taken into account, and they routinely have supervisors
drive local streets to check conditions.

Contract satellite and radar images
Dane County Highway Department uses visual images of
weather systems from a private vendor, Satellite Information
System (formerly DTN). They get the images through a
satellite dish and TV monitor supplied by the company.

 “We can zoom in on Iowa and Dane Counties and
watch the systems move,” says Steve Haag, patrol superin-
tendent. “You can tell their speed, and how heavy the rain or
snowfall is. It’s very accurate.” The information comes from
radar and satellite images which are visualized as maps by
the vendor. It also supplies National Weather Service current
conditions and forecasts in text form.

The county uses this tool, along with state-supplied pave-
ment sensor information, to decide their maintenance
strategy. “If it’s a light snow, for example, we may just salt
our 24-hour and class one routes during the night and wait
until the regular shift comes on for the other routes,” says
Haag. “That way we can save on overtime costs.”

Dane County doesn’t use a private forecast service for
storm alerts, but relies on State Patrol emergency calls to

alert them to unanticipated conditions. Haag and his
counterpart in Madison, Toby Opheim, the city’s Streets
Operations Manager also share information and coordinate
together. Madison does use a private forecast service.

Options for smaller communities
Weather forecasts, pavement temperature information, and
personal observation are tools to help you respond to
winter storms effectively and efficiently. The tools keep
getting better, and the cost is going down. Using them in
combination with a pre-determined maintenance plan can
help you save on salt, sand and staff.

Contact the T.I.C. for a list of private weather forecasting
services, contract satellite and radar image suppliers, and
information on National Weather Service and WisDOT services.
Use the form below or call 800/442-4615.

Pavement temperatures are forecast to go down overnight. Plan
salting accordingly.

This chart shows effective salt application rates as determined by
melting formulas. In actual salting patrols with ground-oriented
spreaders, the practical minimum is about 100 pounds of salt
per lane mile with an error factor of ± 25 pounds.
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